
“Customized to fit your needs”“Customized to fit your needs”“Customized to fit your needs”“Customized to fit your needs”    

Contact your authorized dealer for details. 
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FEATURES & BENEFITSFEATURES & BENEFITSFEATURES & BENEFITSFEATURES & BENEFITS    
The screen retention system (zipper) allows mesh to be 
secure in the tracks.  Felt pile used on the bottom bar 
adheres nicely to pavers, concrete, tile, wood, and most 
uneven surfaces, 
creating a seal at the 
bottom.  Both the 
zipper and felt ensure 
unwanted insects will 
not intrude your 
home.  GO GREEN 
with a Progressive 
Screen System solar 
screen and conserve 
energy and keep your cooling costs to a minimum. 

Motorized screen systems can be mounted inside or 
outside your home, under a header, face mounted to a 
wall, or recessed and hidden from view.  Incorporate 
recessed screens with new construction for a sleek, 
finished look.  Virtually any opening can be 
accommodated. 

• Popular standard color choices with hundreds of 
custom colors available 

• Wide variety of mesh styles and colors (insect, solar, 
privacy, and more) 

• Units built up to 25’ wide X 16’ tall 

• Durable extruded aluminum components 

• Accessorize with sun and wind sensors, key chain 
remotes, security key pad, or automatic timers  

• Compatible with most home automation systems 
(restrictions apply)    

WARRANTYWARRANTYWARRANTYWARRANTY    
Progressive Screen Systems, the manufacturer, guarantees 
the material and workmanship of its products to be of 
excellent quality.  All materials are carefully selected to 
withstand most weather elements and breakage under 
normal use.  The warranty does not cover claims 
originated from faulty installations, hail, flood, fire, 
harmful chemicals and fumes, misuse, abuse, fading, 
chalking, oxidization, erosion of paint, acts of God, or 
causes beyond control of the manufacturer.  This warranty 
is for  the benefit of the original purchaser and is not 
transferable.  The lifetime material warranty applies to 
aluminum components.  Motor warranty 5 years, 
transmitters 1 year.  Warranty does not cover shipping, 
installation, or removal costs. 

COMMERCIAL UNITSCOMMERCIAL UNITSCOMMERCIAL UNITSCOMMERCIAL UNITS 

Why commercial?Why commercial?Why commercial?Why commercial?    

Turn outside eating areas into useable rooms and increase 
revenue during inclement weather!  Commercial screens are 
custom built up to 12’ wide by 12’ tall and operate with the 
push of a button, while providing guests protection from the 
elements.  A 26” clear vinyl panel ensures patrons an 
unobstructed view while you SAVE on utility costs by 
retaining heat or A/C using Sheerweave or privacy fabric.   

Why should I choose Progressive?Why should I choose Progressive?Why should I choose Progressive?Why should I choose Progressive?    

Progressive Screens are a durable, economical way to turn 
garages, patios, lanais, gazebos, porches, balconies, terraces, 
car ports and more into usable, functional rooms, no matter 
what the season.  They are designed to be user friendly and 
provide you years of fuss free operation, using a one touch 
remote control system.  With the push of a button, you can 
convert a garage into a workshop, keep your patio or lanai 
bug free, or shield yourself from the sun’s harmful UV rays. 

Remote options...Remote options...Remote options...Remote options... 

Use a key chain remote in your car for easy 
access to your garage after a long day at work.  
Feel confident after taking a swim to use the 
waterproof remote and lower your patio screens 
to protect you from the mosquitoes.  Preset the 
sun sensor to lower your motorized shades 
when the sun reaches a certain intensity to 
lower your cooling costs.  Add a stylish in wall 
remote control next to your light switch or hang 
a wall mount remote for easy access.  Program a 
timer to raise or lower your screens at a certain 
time of day.  For multi unit scenarios, use a 5, 
16, or 20 channel remote to operate your 
screens individually with a single remote. 
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Decks & PatiosDecks & PatiosDecks & PatiosDecks & Patios    

GaragesGaragesGaragesGarages    

Balconies & TerracesBalconies & TerracesBalconies & TerracesBalconies & Terraces    

Above:  Motorized insect screens provide protection 

from mosquitos, bees, and other pests. 

Left:  From the exterior, the motorized solar screens 

look elegant as they provide shading from the sun’s 

harmful UV rays. 

Recessed Units & ArchwaysRecessed Units & ArchwaysRecessed Units & ArchwaysRecessed Units & Archways    
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rogressive Screen Systems motorized retractable screening solution accents 

the beauty of your home or business without losing the aesthetic appeal. 


